How To Play
(quit stressing…it’s easy!)
Each Round will have a “Target Number” you are trying to roll on the dice
Round 1: Try to Roll a “1”

This gets you one point

This gets you 5 points

This gets you a Bunco! Yell it loud!

Rounds 2-6: Repeat above with new target numbers. Round 2=target “2”, Round 3=target “3”, etc.
If you happen to roll 3 of a kind that’s NOT the target number, you get 5 points:
In Round “2”, this would get you 5 points:
What’s the goal? Get a Bunco by either rolling 3 of the target number OR getting to 21 points
before anyone else. If this happens….Yell BUNCO!
You and your partner are on a team and share points each round. Help each other remember the score!

You can keep rolling as long as you roll at least one target number.
When you don’t roll a target number, pass the dice to your left.
Each round will begin when the head table rings the bell. Each round ends when someone reaches
Bunco. Remember, yell loud so you get the credit for winning the round! The person we all hear first
if the person who wins.
At the end of each round, tally your team score on your personal score sheet. The team with the
most points or the Bunco at each table is the winning team. The winning team moves up a table,
unless you are at the winning table, then the losing team at that table goes to the last table. When
you get to the next table, switch up your partners so you get to play with someone new!

We’ll play 6 rounds then take a quick 10 minute break to refuel and visit because let’s be
honest, aren’t we all here for the wine and chit chat? Time allowing, we’ll do 3 rounds.

When it’s all over, we’ll give out prizes for most Buncos, most wins & most losses. In the
event of a tie, we’ll roll the dice to see who wins.

